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Bandspeed Enhances Management Team with Vice President of
Marketing
AUSTIN, TX – May 10, 2005 – Bandspeed, the provider of combined silicon-software solutions
that enable enterprise wireless LANs with superior RF management, today announced the
addition of Bob Mayer to its executive team. Bob joins Bandspeed as vice president of
marketing, reporting to president and CEO Bill Eversole.
Bob has extensive experience in marketing innovative products in LAN, SAN and telecom
markets, including silicon and optical components for Ethernet, Fibre Channel and SONET
networks. He held executive marketing positions at Cielo Communications and nanoCoolers,
where most recently he was the vice president of marketing and business development. He
began his career in product marketing and sales at Hewlett-Packard and Level One
Communications. He received his MEng and BS degrees in electrical engineering from Cornell.
“With Bandspeed’s Listen+LearnTM BSP1000 product now being tested by ODMs and vendors,
we are significantly expanding our marketing capabilities. The breadth and depth of Bob’s
marketing experience in our industry will be extremely valuable to the ODMs, OEMs and vendors
incorporating our solution into their enterprise WLAN access points,” said Eversole.
“I was attracted to Bandspeed by the superiority of the company’s WLAN RF management,
implemented through the combined software-silicon offering for access points, as well as the
quality of the management team,” said Mayer. “I am very much looking forward to helping
Bandspeed’s customers maximize their competitive advantage with this flexible solution.”

About Bandspeed
Bandspeed (www.bandspeed.com) provides combined silicon-software solutions that dramatically
simplify the deployment and ongoing management of enterprise wireless LANs, thereby lowering
the total cost of ownership. Bandspeed's RF management solution offers the superior physical
layer performance that enterprises require, plus the flexibility of a software implementation that
enables OEMs and ODMs to rapidly create new services. Utilizing omni-directional or spatial
division multiple access (SDMA) platforms, the Bandspeed solution enables cost-effective indoor,
campus and outdoor wireless LANs with continuous automated management features that ensure
unsurpassed network efficiency and user satisfaction. Bandspeed is privately held and
headquartered in Austin, TX.
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